SICO INSTA-THEATRE® Offers Professional Features:

Two layers of front curtains:
1) Optional outer protective curtain is made
of heavy vinyl designed to protect inner
theatre curtains.
2) Velour inner theatre curtains are the same
as those used on major stages around
the country.

Folds into a wall recess pocket...

SICO’s professional staff can help
you plan an Insta-Theatre® into your
new or existing facility. There is no
charge or obligation for this service.

The SICO 3-in-1 ConverTable is the
perfect match to an Insta-Theatre system.
These tables can be set-up with the InstaTheatre as auditorium-style seating. They
also have the flexibility to be reconfigured
as cafeteria, or testing tables.

...or against a wall.

Unfolds easily to a full theatre.

Retractable Theatre
Solutions

Three sizes of Insta-Theatre®(open):
• 24’ wide, 17’ 2” deep (731cm, 523cm)
• 28’ wide, 17’ 2” deep (853cm, 523cm)
• 32’ wide, 17’ 2” deep (975cm, 523cm)
All standard sizes are 14’ high (427cm)
Custom sizes available.

Staging Options for SICO’s INSTA-THEATRE®
Set easily into place inside the Insta-Theatre®. Many height choices available.
Accessories include: adjustable step units, ADA ramps, guard rails, guard rail covers, and drapes.

SICO Harmony
Choral RISER

3 or 4-Tiered Risers available.

SICO TRI-HEIGHT MOBILE
FOLDING STAGE

SICO 1800 MOBILE
FOLDING STAGE

Adjustable to three heights
with reversible decks.

SICO’s most popular stage comes
in single or dual-height choices.
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Enjoy the benefits of a theatre without the normal cost or
space consumption. Imagine transforming your
cafeteria, gymnasium, or multi-purpose room into a
professional theatre in minutes. It’s as easy as 1, 2, 3...

Save thousands of dollars in construction costs!
Optimize your multi-purpose room space!
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Self-contained, full performance
lighting system included!

STEP

STEP

W

Open the optional, vinyl protective
curtain, revealing the beautiful theatre:
Stage sections and accessories are stored
within the folded Insta-Theatre®.*

Two person set-up: Simply roll out the front support towers and pivot the curtain tormentors (side
wings) to each side. This hides the backstage area
from the audience’s view. Towers roll easily: on
heavy-duty 6” (15cm) casters.

Trusses, rigging, curtains, and lighting
are supported by wall mounted frames.
Designed with security in mind: The corner
towers are connected to front and folding
top trusses that lock into place. Locks
release from ground level.

• Professional remote lighting control:
Allows complete adjustment of lights from
a remote location. Console comes with
50’ (1524cm) of cable.

Includes the dramatic lighting you’d
expect of a professional theatre:
1) Six Par 56 luminaries and six 6"
(15cm) fresnel spotlights - all with 500
watt lamps.
2) Two dimmer bars with six dimmers per
bar.

The Insta-Theatre® stores in a built-in
pocket or against a wall in as little as
4-½' to 6' of depth. An optional protective
curtain is available to hide the theatre when
not in use. Pulley system: Makes opening
and closing the curtains a breeze for a fully
professional production.

220V power distribution cabinet:
(Single, or three-phrase adaptable.)
A locking security door includes six
branch circuit breakers. A framemounted line breaker and safety
switch cut power to the theatre when
it folds back into storage.

STEP
Roll the easy-to-operate Sico stage
sections into place: Power up the preinstalled theatre lights, attach the velcro
stage skirting and you are ready for your
performance.

Mobile folding 1800 stages (shown
above), or Tri-Height stages will
be included as part of the system).
They may be used elsewhere in your
facility. Simply roll into place and set
for use as head-table risers, speaker’s
platforms, demonstration stages, band
and orchestra risers.
* Assuming typical stage configuration.
Consult your SICO sales representatives.

SICO Insta-Theatre® includes back, side
and front curtains, top canopy, and optional
heavy duty protective curtains. Top canopy
combined with side and back curtains provides excellent acoustics and prevents light
leakage from performance area.

Storage takes just minutes:
Portable stages are folded up,
tormentor wing curtains are folded
in, mobile towers are rolled back,
and the Insta-Theatre® is covered
with its protective curtain.
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